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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

INT. VIDEOTOPIA MAIN STORE DAYTIME

POP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the Videotopia store, the

Vinnie, Helga, Elizabeth, Randy,Jose, and Conner are dusting

the shelves of the store, while Pio is up at the front desk

dusting off the computer.

HELGA GUNNER

(to Pio)

Pio, I know that we are working

together, but could you at least

get a new computer.

PIO OWER

No way dudette, this computer is

the computer that got here first

time this store opened. Which is 15

years ago.

CONNER REDCORN

Wait a minute, you haven’t reopened

this store in 15 years?

PIO OWER

Totally, I haven’t reopen the store

since that crazy gyps came here

that day.

JOSE REVANO

Well we need all the help we need

to stop her curse.

RANDY RUSSO

(to Pio)

Pio do you know all of the

characters from each of the movies

you have in the store?

PIO OWER

Totally man, I know all of the

knowledge of every character, every

plot line and every story from

every movie.

(patting his computer)

Right in old rusty.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

VINNIE DEO

You have the same computer here in

the store since 15 years ago?

PIO OWER

Totally man, and it’s still

working, it’s just a sleep, just

move the mouse around.

Elizabeth moves the computer mouse around, causing the

computer to TURN ON.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

This is a mouse, I thought that

they are creatures?

HELGA GUNNER

We’ll explain it to you later. Now

since this will be our base of

operation. Is there a place to

relax?

PIO OWER

There is a break room

CUT TO

INT. VIDEOTOPIA BREAK ROOM

Pio OPENS the door to the break room and TURNS on the

LIGHTS. The break room has 4 been bag chairs, a pinball

machine, an arcade game, a TV a refrigerator, cupboards and

a sink.

PIO OWER

Here we are the break room.

Then Jose SMILES something.

JOSE REVANO

What’s that smell?

Conner OPENS the refrigerator and sees a moldy burger bag in

the refrigerator and a spoiled milk shake.

PIO OWER

It’s m lunch from 15 years ago.

Elizabeth takes them out and OPENS the burger bag and sees

the moldy burger. Vinnie has an upset stomach and VOMITS

into a garbage can.

(CONTINUED)
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VINNIE DEO

Elizabeth, that burger meal is over

15 years old.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

On my planet, expired food gives us

strength.

Suddenly a LOUD CRASH comes out of nowhere.

RANDY RUSSO

What was that?

They all run out of the break room.

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 1

FADE IN

EXT. VIDEOTOPIA PARKING LOT DAYTIME SUNNY

THRILLING ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.They exit

out of the video store and see what’s going on.

VINNIE DEO

Do you guys know what’s going on?

ELIZABETH’S P.O.V

Elizabeth sees SMOKE coming out from the distance.

RETURN TO SCENE

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

It’s coming from over there.

They run over to the distance and see a crushed car is in a

ditch. The FIREMEN and FIREWOMEN use the jaws of life to

BREAK OPEN the car.

The Firemen and Women pulls out an injured man out of his

car.

RANDY RUSSO

What happened over here?

VINNIE DEO

Could be a total car crash.

(CONTINUED)
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PIO OWER

Oh this is no normal car crash its

something else man.

The PARAMEDIC puts the man on the mover and put him into the

ambulance.

HELGA GUNNER

Come on let’s go to the hospital to

get some answers.

CUT TO

INT. DESERTED CITY HOSPITAL HALLWAYS LATER

Later in the hospital Vinnie and friends walk down the

hallway.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Is this what you call a hospital?

VINNIE DEO

Yes it is. It’s where people come

here to get check ups to find out

that they are healthy or to get

even healthier.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

And what was the stuff we rub into

our hands?

JOSE REVANO

Just to prevent other people in the

hospital from getting sick.

VINNIE DEO

Here is the room, everyone lay low

to find out what happened to our

injured friend.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Is he really your friend?

CONNER REDCORN

No it’s just a saying.

CUT TO



5.

INT. DESERTED CITY HOSPITAL BEDROOM

Vinnie and friends kneel down onto the floor near the

doorway to the bedroom.

Dr.Edwardo Revano is in the room with the heavily bandaged

man in the hospital bed while looking at his clipboard

DR.EDWARDO REVANO

It appears that you have sustain

several injuries amigo. Tell me

what happened?

MAN RAPPED IN BANDAGES

(explains)

Well I was driving in my car, and

suddenly I lost control of it just

by magic. And then I saw these

living crash test dummies out near

my car and they push me into a

siding and crush my car into a

curve with me in it.

DR.EDWARDO REVANO

Well miraculously you survived the

crash.

CONNER REDCORN

(whispering)

Living crash test dummies?

HELGA GUNNER

What does that mean?

CUT TO

INT. VIDEOTOPIA MAIN STORE FRONT DESK

MYSTERY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Back at

Videotopia, Pio is TYPING down on his computer. Then an

image of a poster of Attack of the Living Crash Test Dummies

appear on the computer screen.

PIO OWER

Here we go, Attack of the Living

Crash Test Dummies. Apparently

these dummies come to live whenever

no one is around their area, but

then 1 dummy rise up and command

the other dummies to get revenge on

the people who force them into

crash tests.

(CONTINUED)
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RANDY RUSSO

That explains the crash.

JOSE REVANO

And more crashes are on the way.

Listen to this news report.

Jose turns up the volume on the radio.

RADIO REPORTER (V.O)

(radio)

All over the city today, there has

been dozens and dozens of

automobile accidents happening all

over the place. It turns out that

living crash test dummies are

shoving people into cars and

crashing them while the people are

inside them. Police advise people

to stay away from automobiles at

all time and stick together.

CONNER REDCORN

This is totally scary dudes.

VINNIE DEO

Pio, you know all of the movies all

in the store right? Did you watch

them all?

PIO OWER

Totally man. I literally watched

all of them 3 times and I memories

every since. So in Attack of the

Living Crash Test Dummies there is

only 1 weakness that this dummies

have, and it’s the Crash Test

Leader. Destroy him that will cause

all of the other dummies to fall

down.

RANDY RUSSO

So with that we need to find the

leader.

VINNIE DEO

Come on guys let’s go find him.

The boys run out of the store. Elizabeth runs after them,

but Helga stops her by putting her hand onto Elizabeth’s

right shoulder.

(CONTINUED)
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HELGA GUNNER

Hold your horses Elizabeth.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Why what’s the matter?

HELGA GUNNER

Let the boys handle this, while we

go shopping.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

What is this shopping?

HELGA GUNNER

Wait you’ve never heard about

shopping?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

No, I was a royal warrior princess

on my planet.

HELGA GUNNER

Well it’s time to enjoy the thrill

of shopping.

Helga and Elizabeth exit out of the store.

PIO OWER

(shouts)

Could you girls get my a corn dog?

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF DESERTED CITY AFTERNOON

In the streets of Deserted City the boys are walking in the

streets on the sidewalk looking for the living crash test

dummies.

VINNIE DO

Alright guys, we better be on our

toes,to find those dummies.

JOSE REVANO

The radio announcer said that the

dummies are shoving random people

into automobiles.

RANDY RUSSO

So we need to find an automobile,

that’s where the dummies will come.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly A WOMAN’S SCREAM comes out of nowhere. The boys

look down in the distance.

CONNER REDCORN

Or the dummies will come to us.

VINNIE DEO

Allow me to take care of this.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vinnie FIRES FILM

STRIPS out of his back at the LIVING CRASH TEST DUMMIES. The

Crash Test Dummies quickly BREAK out of the film strips and

pushes a parked car at them.

Vinnie makes a LARGE SWORD out of his film strips and CUTS

the car in HALF, causing the 2 halves to EXPLODE. Vinnie

TURN his film strips into springs and leaps into the air and

turns his film strips into a baseball bat. He swings the

baseball bat at the living cash test dummy hitting it in the

head.

The Crash Test Dummy falls onto the ground. Vinnie makes a

laser cannon out of his film strips and FIRES a LASER at the

incoming crash test dummy, hitting it and made it CRASH into

a car’s windshield.

JOSE REVANO

You can create a laser cannon out

of your film strips?

VINNIE DEO

Well, it’s the limit of my

imagination that counts, if you

have a magical golden video tape

attached to my back.

Suddenly a sworm of living crash test dummies surrounds

them.

RANDY RUSSO

Do you have anything behind your

back to take down these guys?

VINNIE DEO

Totally.

1000s of film strips come out of Vinnie’s back and RAP

around the living crash test dummies and lifts them into the

air. The Crash Test dummies FIRE LASERS down onto Vinnie and

the others.

(CONTINUED)
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Vinnie makes a SHIELD with his film strips to BLOCK the

laser fire. The LASER FIRE STOPS and the Living Crash Test

Dummies throw punches at the shield. The film strips BREAK

apart and throw punches and the Living Crash Test Dummies

hitting them and make them SKID across the ground.

Suddenly the Living Crash Test Dummies COMBINE together to

make a GIANT LIVING CRASH TEST DUMMY.

CONNER REDCORN

Holy Cow, they can do that?

JOSE REVANO

Alright the next time we go out on

missions like this, we better

communicate with Power, because he

knows his movie knowledge like from

every movie.

VINNIE DEO

Totally right.

The Giant Living Crash Test Dummy throws a punch down onto

them. Vinnie uses his film strips to block the attack and

WRAPS them around the giant crash test dummy.

Some of the other living crash test dummies SEPARATE from

the giant living crash test dummy and leap down onto the

ground.

Vinnie ABSORBS the rest of the crash test dummies into his

film strips while the rest of the living crash test dummies

run down the street.

VINNIE DEO

Looks like that’s it.

JOSE REVANO

Not quit look over there.

They see the freed living crash test dummies run down the

street.

CONNER REDCORN

Thery’re getting away.

RANDY RUSSO

(to Vinnie)

Vinnie stop them.

VINNIE DEO

No...If we stop them, we won’t stop

even more of these dummies from

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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VINNIE DEO (cont’d)

entering into the streets. So let’s

fallow them and see where their

hide out is.

They run after the living crash test dummies.

FADE TO

EXT. DESERTED CITY CAR FACTORY LATER

The rest of the living crash test dummies arrive at a car

factory. The run through the open door, and the door CLOSES

behind them.

Vinnie, Randy, Corner, and Jose arrive at the car

factory and look through the warehouse on the other side of

the wired fence.

JOSE REVANO

They’re hideout is a car factory?

Suddenly SCREAMS come out from the car factory.

RANDY RUSSO

Did you hear that?

VINNIE DEO

Totally, it’s coming from the

factory.

CONNER REDCORN

Come on let’s go see what’s inside.

They run towards the factory.

CUT TO

INT. DESERTED CITY CAR FACTORY

The door to the car factory SMASHES onto the floor. They

enter into the factory, and LIGHTS TURN ON, and see the

factory filled with Crash Test Dummies.

Suddenly the HEAD DUMMY a giant Crash Test Dummy Head,

highly intelligent, rude, wise and powerful and has red

glowing eyes.

(CONTINUED)
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HEAD DUMMY

My brothers and sisters. The time

has come to get revenge on the ones

who bring us into the vehicles and

crashes them into walls, we

shall give them payback for what

they’ve done to us.

Vinnie and the boys sneek in closer, but suddenly Conner

bumps into a crate, causing some nuts and bolts to fall onto

the floor.

Suddenly the dummies notice the noise and turn to see Vinnie

and the boys are in the factory. DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN

THE BACKGROUND.

HEAD DUMMY

We’ve got some uninvited guest.

Vinnie and the boys look worried.

END OF ACT 1

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 2

EXT. DESERTED CITY MALL LATER

At the mall parking lot, the bus stops in front of the mall.

Helga and Elizabeth step out of the bus, and the bus drives

off.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

(ask)

Helga, is this the place you are

talking about?

HELGA GUNNER

Yes, this is the Mall.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

It’s a place where you hurt and

fight people?

HELGA GUNNER

No, not that kind of mall. This

Mall is a large building with

little stores inside, and where

people can go to do some shopping.

(CONTINUED)
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ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

What’s shopping?

HELGA GUNNER

(grabs Elizabeth’s hand)

Actions speak louder then words,

come on I will show you. Come on

let’s start shopping.

CUT TO

INT. DESERTED CITY MALL

Helga and Elizabeth enter into the mall. Elizabeth was

amazed by the site of the the mall.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Wow, is this what a small looks

like on the inside.

HELGA GUNNER

(smiles)

You got that right.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

(smiles)

Look at these stores, let’s start

shopping right away.

Elizabeth grabs Helga’s hand and they run through the mall.

MONTAGE: MALL

Elizabeth and Helga enter into a store full of t-shirts,

dresses and shoes. She grabs tons of dresses and run out of

the store.

Helga stops her, and points to the dressing rooms.

Elizabeth OPENS the curtain revealing she is wearing a

purple dress with red dots on it. Helga puts 2 thumbs down

disliking it.

Elizabeth OPENS the curtain revealing she is wearing a white

dress with black stripes and a white matching hat. Helga

smiles and puts 2 thumbs up into the air.

Elizabeth OPENS the curtain reveling she is wearing a purple

dress with white stripes on. Helga puts 2 thumbs down.

Elizabeth comes out from the dressing room wearing a red

dress and Helga smiles and puts 2 thumbs up.

(CONTINUED)
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Elizabeth and Helga walk into a makeup store. Elizabeth sits

up onto a stool and puts on some makeup. Helga was surprise

that Elizabeth accidentally put on clown makeup. Elizabeth

looks into the mirror and smiles

- Helga and Elizabeth go into a shoe store.

In the shoe store Elizabeth puts on a pair of very high heel

shoes on and starts to walk in them. Suddenly Elizabeth

trips over and falls onto a pyramid of shoe boxes.

END OF MONTAGE:

FADE TO

EXT. DESERTED CITY MALL SUNSET LATER

Elizabeth and Helga walk out from the mall holding shopping

bags in their hands.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

This was a fun day at the mall.

HELGA GUNNER

I know right I even got these

communication headset for Power, to

communicate with Vinnie whenever he

is fighting unleashed movie

characters.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Could we go there again?

HELGA GUNNER

We can do that, but we have to set

a limit on shopping. We can do

other things at the mall. Like

hanging out, have a soda, a

smoothie or have a bite to eat.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

So this place is also a place to

hangout?

HELGA GUNNER

Yes, but not what you think.

Suddenly they here come SCREAMING.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

What was that?

(CONTINUED)
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HELGA GUNNER

(pointing in the distance)

Because of that!!!

They look in the distances and see that an oncoming bus is

driving through the mall parking lot and straight towards

Elizabeth and Helga.

Elizabeth drops her shopping bags and steps in front of

Helga. Elizabeth raises her arms in front of her and stops

the bus, causing her to SKID on the ground. Helga’s jaw drop

in surprise.

HELGA GUNNER

(Ask)

Did you just do that?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Yes. On my home planet, we get

super powers.

HELGA GUNNER

What other powers do you have?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

I do have telekinesis, portal

creation, adaption and a little bit

of swordsmanship skills.

HELGA GUNNER

That is so cool. And on the other

hand I wonder why the bus came

right for us?

Elizabeth OPENS the bus door and sees a Crash Test Dummy is

up at the front of the wheel.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

It was a dummy.

HELGA GUNNER

Hey isn’t that a crash test dummy?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

It is.

THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly the

Crash Test Dummy comes to life.

Helga and Elizabeth are surprise and walk backwards in fear.

The living crash test dummy leaps out of the bus. Elizabeth

throws a punch at the crash test dummy hitting it and made

it fall to the ground.

(CONTINUED)
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ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

That was a close 1.

HELGA GUNNER

I know right. But we better warn

the others.

CUT TO

INT. DESERTED CITY CAR FACTORY

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Back at the car

factory Vinnie and the boys are wrapped in rope by the

living crash test dummies.

The Head Dummy FLOATS into the air and FLOATS towards them.

HEAD DUMMY

(to Vinnie and the boys)

So...You and your friends are

spying on us.

VINNIE DEO

Yeah about that.

HEAD DUMMY

About what?!!

VINNIE DEO

This is all wrong, you’re hurting

normal people.

HEAD DUMMY

So what, you want revenge on all of

humanity because your kind is

hurting us!!!

CONNER REDCORN

Of course we are hurting you, you

are all dummies and you guys are

mindless and idiotic.

HEAD DUMMY

HOW DARE YOU!!! YOU WANT OUR KIND

TO DIE!!!

JOSE REVANO

You can’t die you’re dummies!!!

HEAD DUMMY

How dare you insult our kind.

(to the other dummies)

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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HEAD DUMMY (cont’d)

Brothers, Sisters ATTACK THEM !!!

All of the living crash test dummies charge at Vinnie and

the guys. Vinnie’s film strips POP out from the rope and

uses it to CUT free the guys in the rope.

Vinnie and the guys stand up off of the floor.

RANDY RUSSO

Good thing that your video strips

break us free.

JOSE REVANO

It could be the connection between

you and your golden video tape on

your back.

VINNIE DEO

No, but I think that I have a

psychic link between me and the

video tape. Is that possible

CONNER REDCORN

(smiles)

We will worry about that later.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. All of the

Living Crash Test Dummies surrounds them. Several film

strips come out from behind Vinnie’s back. The film strips

wrap them around and SUCK them into the film strips.

The film strips wrap around Vinnie’s arm and MORPH into a

muscular arm. Vinnie throws a punch at an incoming crash

test dummies, hitting them and make them FLY into the air

and then they get SUCKED into the film strips. Vinnie’s film

strips FORM into angel wings and they FLAP Vinnie into the

air.

The Living Crash Test Dummies all leap into the air at

Vinnie. Vinnie’s film strips FORM into a VACUUM and SUCKS up

them dummies.

HEAD DUMMY

NO. MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS!!!!

RANDY RUSSO

You got that right.

VINNIE DEO

Now it’s your turn.

(CONTINUED)
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Head Dummy FIRES FLAMES out of his mouth at Vinnie. Vinnie

dodges the flames and his film strips FORM into a ROCKET

PACK and ROCKETS at the Head Dummy.

Head Dummy FIRES ELECTRICITY out from his forehead at

Vinnie. Vinnie’s film Strips WRAP around Vinnie and REFLECTS

the electricity back at Head Dummy. Head Dummy gets hit by

the electricity and falls to the ground. The Head Dummy

FLOATS off from the ground and FIRES LASERS out from his

eyes.

Vinnie dodges the attack and the Head Dummy SHOOTS out his

wires out from his head at Vinnie. Vinnie gets wrapped by

the Head Dummy’s wires and raise in the air.

Suddenly Helga and Elizabeth run into the factory.

RANDY RUSSO

Girls, how did you find us?

HELGA GUNNER

(explains)

I used the find a friend locator

app on my phone to find you guys.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

What is this thing called an App?

JOSE REVANO

We can explain it to you later,

right now we have to leave so

Vinnie could take care of this big

headed guy.

Helga, Elizabeth, Jose, Randy and Conner run out from the

factory. Vinnie GRUNTS while trying to break free from the

wiring. Vinnie breaks free from the Head Dummy’s wires and

lands on the floor.

The Head Dummy FIRES wires out from his back at Vinnie.

Vinnie dodges the incoming wires and FORMS his film strips

into swords and swings them at the Head Dummy.

The Head Dummy gets hit by the sword strikes and CRASHES

against the wall.

The Head Dummy LEVITATES some cars into the air and throws

them at Vinnie. Vinnie CHOPS the incoming cars into halves

and causing them to EXPLODE.

Vinnie WRAPS his film strips around his legs and make them

into SPRINGS. Vinnie BOUNCES into the air and FORMS his film

strips into a giant hammer.

(CONTINUED)
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Vinnie swings the hammer down onto the Head Dummy hitting

him and made him CRASH onto the floor. The Head Dummy FIRES

LASERS at Vinnie, but Vinnie dodges the laser fire and

TRANSFORM his video strips into a laser blaster.

Vinnie FIRES LASERS out from his laser blaster

Suddenly Elizabeth enters back into the factory and runs up

beside Vinnie.

VINNIE DEO

(to Elizabeth)

Elizabeth why are you doing back

here?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

I want to help you.

VINNIE DEO

With what?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

With this.

Elizabeth uses her TELEKINESIS POWERS to make Head Dummy

FLOAT into the air. She throws him onto the ground and them

SHOOTS him against the wall, CRASHING through it.

Vinnie was surprise about the thing he sees.

VINNIE DEO

I didn’t knew you could do that?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

I also has super strength, portal

creation, power adaption, and

little bit of swordsmanship.

VINNIE DEO

Alright. Shall we finish him off?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

I would love to do that.

The Head Dummy FLOATS into the air and lands down on top of

a robot body.

The Head Dummy’s new body stands up off of the ground and

walks right towards Vinnie and Elizabeth.

HEAD DUMMY

Time to show you my true strength

with my new body.

(CONTINUED)
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Head Dummy throws a punch down onto Vinnie and Elizabeth.

They dodge the attack. Vinnie wraps his film strips around

Head Dummy’s legs. Vinnie pulls his film strips causing Head

Dummy to fall to the floor.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Wow Vinnie you’re the best.

VINNIE DEO

You want to help me finish him off?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

I wound love that.

Head Dummy FLOATS his head off of it’s new body and FIRES

LASERS out from his eyes at Vinnie and Elizabeth. Vinnie

FORMS his film strips into a shield and reflects the laser

fire back at Head Dummy.

Head Dummy gets hit by the laser fire and CRASHES against

the wall. Head Dummy PULLS the steel frames off from the

ceiling and throws them at Vinnie and Elizabeth.

Elizabeth catches the steel frames and throws them at the

Head Dummy. The Head Dummy gets hit by the steel frames and

CRASHES down onto the ground.

HEAD DUMMY

You’ve asked for it.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

But we didn’t ask for anything.

VINNIE DEO

He meant to say is that he’s angry

and so he’s going to use his

ultimate move on us.

HEAD DUMMY

Yes, I am .

Head Dummy FIRES an ENERGY BLAST out from his mouth at

Vinnie and Elizabeth. They dodge the attack and Head Dummy

keeps on FIRING ENERGY BLAST out from his mouth at them.

Vinnie FORMS his film strips into a LASER CANNON and FIRES a

LASER at Head Dummy.

Head Dummy dodges the laser blast and FIRES ENERGY BLAST at

Vinnie. Vinnie SUCKS up the energy blast and FIRES LASERS

out from his laser blaster at the Head Dummy.

Head Dummy gets hit by the laser blast and CRASHES against

the wall.

(CONTINUED)
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HEAD DUMMY

My turn.

Head Dummy FIRES ENERGY BLAST out from his mouth. Suddenly

Elizabeth gets hit by the energy blast and Vinnie catches

her in his arms. Vinnie and Elizabeth both blush.

VINNIE DEO

Elizabeth are you OK?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Yes I am OK. I can withstand any

attack that comes at me. Magic,

technical, cosmic, any energy blast

I can withstand, because I have

skin of steel.

VINNIE DEO

What kind of cream do you use?

HEAD DUMMY

Time for you to DIE!!!

Head Dummy FLOATS right at them. Vinnie puts Elizabeth down

onto the floor.

VINNIE’S P.O.V

Vinnie sees Head Dummy’s wiring hanging out from the bottom

of it’s neck.

RETURN TO SCENE

VINNIE DEO

Elizabeth could you use your super

strength to grab Head Dummy’s

wires.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Yes I can.

Head Dummy FIRES LASERS out from his eyes at Vinnie and

Elizabeth. They dodge the attack and Elizabeth grabs Head

Dummy’s wires.

She grabs the wires and SLAMS Head Dummy onto the ground and

wraps his wires around his head.

VINNIE DEO

Good work Elizabeth. Now it’s time

to wrap this up.

(CONTINUED)
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Vinnie’s film strips WRAPS around Head Dummy and ABSORB him

into his film strips. Vinnie smiles and Elizabeth smiles

back at him.

VINNIE DEO

Good work Elizabeth. Hi Five

Vinnie raises his hand into the air.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

What is this hi five?

VINNIE DEO

It’s something you can do to

celebrate something. And it’s about

2 friends slapping each other hands

together.

Elizabeth raises her hand into the air and she hi fives

Vinnie with it.

CUT TO

EXT. DESERTED CITY CAR FACTORY EVENING

Helga, Conner, Randy, and Jose are waiting outside for

Vinnie and Elizabeth.

Vinnie and Elizabeth exit out from the car factory.

JOSE REVANO

So did you stop the bad guy and

suck him back into the film strips

of your video?

VINNIE DEO

Totally, and we did without any

other accident.

Suddenly the car factory COLLAPSE into pieces and fall to

the ground.

HELGA GUNNER

Now let’s make a run for it before

any cops show up.

They all run away from the since.

FADE TO



22.

INT. VIDEOTOPIA BREAK ROOM THE NEXT DAY

MELLOW GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the break room at

Videotopia, the TV is on with the news on.

MALE NEWS REPORTER

From yesterday’s events there are

no living crash test dummy sitings

around the city. In other words we

can finally rest and everyone can

live without fear.

PIO OWER

Nice work yesterday guys. We got

another monster back into his own

world.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Could we celebrate with some hi

fives?

PIO OWER

Better, how about some pizza.

Pio OPENS the refrigerator door and reveals boxes of pizza.

CONNER REDCORN

(smiles)

Now this is a celebration.

Pio take out 1 of the pizza boxes and place it onto the

table. Pio opens the pizza box and they each take out a

slice of pizza.

They all eat their pizza slices. Elizabeth takes a bit out

of her pizza slice and starts to eat it.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

This is delicious, but I prefer to

eat the rest of that moldy meal

from yesterday.

PIO OWER

Have it your way Elizabeth.

Pio gives the mold meal to Elizabeth. Elizabeth starts to

eat the rest of her meal. Everyone gets grossed out by it.

VINNIE DEO

Elizabeth we’re eating pizza here,

please don’t make us lose out

lunch.

(CONTINUED)
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ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Sorry.

HELGA GUNNER

Alright the next thing I’m going to

teach you is to eat like a normal

person.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Have it your way.

Elizabeth continues to eat her moldy meal.

FADE TO BLACK


